EVENTS/ENGAGEMENT

- **Project Kick-off @ Farview Park**: October 13th
- **Cleveland Neighborhood Annual Party**: October 17th
- **Neighborhood Event/Annual meeting @ Juxtaposition Arts**: November 3rd
- **Lucy Laney Community Council**: November 7th
- **Lucy Laney Display Board**: November/December, 2018
- **Cleveland Park Design Survey**: April + May, 2019
- **Additional Events and Collaboration with Cleveland Neighborhood Association**

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT BOARD

**WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE US TO BUILD FIRST?** [First choice votes]

- **PLAYGROUNDS**: +19
- **ATHLETIC FIELD**: +3
- **AMPHITHEATER + SKATE SPOTS**: +6
- **SKATE PARK**: +13

GENERAL COMMENT SUMMARY

1. Sensory playground with music and sound
2. Equipment for varying mobility/ability
3. Large motor activities/ more challenge
4. No brush or secluded areas
5. Overhead spinner
6. Places for adults to sit
7. New surfacing and no sand
8. General discussions around pool and splash pad
9. General discussions around safety